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Welcome to Oxford University Department of Computer Science.

You have chosen to study at one of the world’s leading centres for the development, application and teaching of computer science. You join an expanding group of researchers, lecturers, visitors and students who have been attracted to Oxford from all over the world. The Department’s reputation ranges from its fundamental research into computing methods and languages through to practical solution of engineering and scientific problems on the latest highly parallel computer architectures. Our wide-ranging collaborative work with leading industries in this country has been twice recognised by the rare honour of a Queen’s Award for Technological Achievement.

During your study at Oxford, we hope to share with you some of the excitement we have about the topics we investigate, and of the understanding we have gained, both by our research into basic theory and by industrial collaboration. The development of computer science at Oxford has been heavily supported by research grant funding from the government, EU and science foundations, as well as donations and sponsorship from our industrial partners. We are committed to offering our research students the best supervision and to providing a stimulating research environment.

This handbook aims to save time by giving you a certain amount of basic information which you would otherwise have to ask for or learn by experience, but it cannot tell you all you need to know. Do not be afraid to ask for further information or advice.

You will find much useful information on the department’s web pages for current students:

Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford

and on the university’s pages:

Student news | University of Oxford

Individual colleges will also have their own handbooks.

Jonathan Barrett  
Director of Graduate Studies  

Jonathan Whiteley  
Deputy Director of Graduate Studies

Rachel Breward  
Head of Academic Administration  

Sarah Retz-Jones  
Graduate Studies Administrator

Lyn Hambridge  
Graduate Studies Assistant (PGT)  

Jodie Mattioli  
Graduate Studies Assistant (PGR)
Disclaimer

This handbook applies to students starting the DPhil in Computer Science in Michaelmas Term 2023, Hilary Term 2024 and Trinity Term 2024. The information in this handbook may be different for students starting in other years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version 1.0</td>
<td>Published start of MT23</td>
<td>29 September 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version 1.1</td>
<td>Updated application guidance for Transfer of Status and Confirmation of Status; inclusion of MPLS Sick, Parental and other Exceptional Leave Policy; update to job titles of Graduate Office.</td>
<td>14 June 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Sources of information

This handbook is designed as a guide for graduate research students in the Department of Computer Science. It does not replace the official regulations relating to your degree. The Examination Regulations relating to this course are available at: [2021-22, Research Degrees in Mathematical Sciences (Computer Science, Mathematics and Statistics) (ox.ac.uk)](https://www.ox.ac.uk) If there is a conflict between information in this handbook and the Examination Regulations then you should follow the Examination Regulations. If you have any concerns please contact the Graduate Studies Administrator: graduate.studies@cs.ox.ac.uk.

The information in this handbook is accurate as at 29 September 2023, however it may be necessary for changes to be made in certain circumstances, as explained at [Changes to courses | University of Oxford](https://www.ox.ac.uk) webpage. If such changes are made the department will publish a new version of this handbook together with a list of the changes and students will be informed.

This handbook is designed to be a less formal and more easily understood guide to being a research student in the Department of Computer Science. It also contains general information about the Department, people, facilities and safety. There is an edition of this handbook on the Department of Computer Science’s website at:

[Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford: Course Handbooks](https://www.ox.ac.uk)

In addition to this handbook there are some other important sources of information that you should ensure you are familiar with:
1.1 University Student Handbook

The University Students’ Handbook is the document relating to the rules and the statutes of the University which you are expected to follow. This can be found at:

University Student Handbook 2023/24 | University of Oxford

1.2 Policy and Guidance on Research Degrees

This Policy and guidance sets out the framework the University expects to see underpin the provision of its research degrees at Oxford. The Policy and guidance supplements the requirements for research degrees set out in the Examination Regulations.

1.3 The Mathematical and Physical Life Sciences Division Graduate Handbook

The Division also provides much information for students including an online graduate handbook which you should make sure you are familiar with. This can be found at:

Graduate school — Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division (ox.ac.uk)

1.4 Computer Science Course Handbooks

The Department administers several courses for undergraduates and masters students, as well as a General Handbook. The relevant handbooks can be found here:

Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford: Course Handbooks

2. Finding your way around

Your academic life in Oxford will involve two intimately connected but distinct institutions.

You are a member both of a college and of the University; your supervisor is a member of the Department of Computer Science and possibly a member of a different college to you. Your college will also allocate a college advisor to you.

In principle, the University exists to enable you to study for a research degree, to monitor your progress, to examine you at the end of that study, and to award you a degree. Your College exists to guide and advise you, and to look after your personal wellbeing. Departments also have a role in wellbeing and advising students, but sometimes concerns are better directed at the college. Members of each can advise you accordingly.

2.1 The Department of Computer Science

Access to the Department of Computer Science

An entry-card system controls access to the Wolfson Building outside normal opening hours. This applies to the main Parks Road entrances and the No. 6 and No. 11 Keble Road entrances
of the Wolfson Building. The front door of No. 8 Keble Road has been alarmed and should only be used in an emergency.

The cards also control access within the building from the Lecture Theatre areas. Your University cards will already be activated, on first use you will need to hold your card against the reader for a few seconds until it flashes green. You will also need the card to be able to access your pigeon hole (which is a folder in a filing cabinet) in the department post room (157), which is situated in the main reception area.

Rules
The rules for using this system are:

1. A card will be issued to all staff and graduate students who require access to the Wolfson Building. In the case of graduate students, a University Card is required.
2. If you have lost your card, there will be a charge of £15 which is payable online. (Link for lost cards: Lost Cards) Please let reception know as soon as possible if you have lost your card, so we can delete the old card off the system and replace when you receive your new one. Damaged cards can be ordered free of charge through your college.
3. Each card will be set to operate for the period of the student’s stay in Oxford.
4. Cards will be issued on a personal basis and must not be loaned or passed on to another person.
5. No-one should allow access to another person unless they are prepared to make sure they are around to “escort” them throughout their stay in the building.
6. When a card is used to gain access to the building, the system keeps a record of that use for a period of approximately six months.

Booking a desk or meeting room

We offer hot desk and meeting room facilities at the Wolfson and Robert Hooke Buildings. Hot desks are available in rooms W-204, W-241, W-369, W-402, W-469, W-502, W-503, and RHB-111.

Our hybrid-enabled meeting rooms and pods, located in rooms W-007, W-216, W-325, W-349, W-423, W-009, and W-110, can be booked for group discussions or private online meetings.

All our hotdesks are equipped with a 27” screen with integrated USB-C hub and a Keyboard and mouse. Using a single USB-C cable, your Department-provided laptop gains immediate access to:

- Screen working as an external display for the laptop
- Keyboard and mouse also available on the desk
- Power (so no need to use a separate AC adaptor)
- 1Gbps wired network connection
• Additional USB ports available on the screen

If you bring a different device, it should work as long as it has a USB-C connector. Failing that, all monitors also have HDMI connectors for video.

Our hot desk rooms adhere to a clear desk policy. During your booking, feel free to use the lockable pedestals and drawers. However, once your booking has finished, please remove personal items from the desk. Unreserved desks will be cleared, and any items left behind will be disposed of. Lockers are available for interim storage needs.

For further details on this, and guidance on how reservations can be made, please visit: https://intranet.cs.ox.ac.uk/central/hot-desk-updates/

Computer Science Library
The Computer Science Library has more than 12,000 books dedicated to computer science and aims to provide support to all members of the Department. The library is located in Room 240 on the second floor of the Department. Further information on the library can found online here.

Social area
Although much of the social and domestic life of the University takes place in colleges, the Department does have a Common Room, which is located on the ground floor. Social events usually take place in the Atrium and there is a vending machine in the Atrium near to the Lecture Theatre B.

Pigeon holes
All students and staff are allocated a pigeon hole in room 157 (off the main Reception). All external post will be put in your pigeon hole, together with any messages. It is extremely important that you check them regularly. Please note that the room can only be accessed with your entry card. Pigeon holes for DPhil students are actually folders within the filing cabinets. Post should generally be work related, but if you need to have a personal parcel or package delivered here, please ensure it is not too frequent and not too large in size as we do not have much storage space. All outgoing post must be work related.

Communication
The University IT Services automatically provides e-mail facilities for all new students, at the same time as you are given a University Card. You will also register with the Department of Computer Science to use departmental computers, and can use these accounts to send and receive e-mail.

E-mail is, generally speaking, a good way of contacting members of the Department of Computer Science and most of the other academic staff you will need to reach. This will go automatically to the address the Department sets up for you. If you regularly use a different email address then you must ensure that your @cs address is forwarded to it. Instructions on how to do this can be found at:

SupportIndex - CS Support Wiki (ox.ac.uk)
**Intranet**

The Department’s intranet provides you with a host of practical information. If you need to contact the Department’s IT Support, or have questions about Health and Safety, or need to find an internal telephone number, that’s the place to go. There is a link to the intranet at the bottom of the departmental website.

**Access to course material pages from outside ox.ac.uk**

There is a lot of course material on the Departmental web pages. This can be accessed from outside the Oxford domain, though it is password-protected. If you try to access these pages from outside ox.ac.uk you will reach a page saying:

> “Teaching material pages are only accessible to registered students and staff of Oxford University connecting from a host in the ox.ac.uk domain. Web access to the teaching material pages from outside the University is restricted to a limited number of colleagues (such as external lecturers and external examiners) who have been registered with a ‘course materials’ username and password (who should use this link please).”

You should use your Single-Sign on username and password to access this material. This material is made available for your use only (it is copyright of the authors). You should not pass it on to anyone else, nor should you reveal the password to anyone.

**2.2 The Staff**

The academic staff you will encounter are likely to be in three kinds of job. There are college tutors and college lecturers; there are University Lecturers and other university staff who are employed to give lectures, to organise the degree courses and to examine; and there are departmental staff who are employed to run practical work and organise Laboratory work and classes. However, most of the academic staff that you meet will be in at least two of these categories.

You have been assigned a supervisor, or perhaps co-supervisors, who are normally members of the Department of Computer Science. Your college has allocated someone as your college advisor: this person should be your primary source of advice about collegiate matters. Your college advisor may be from a different discipline, and should meet you each term to hear about your progress. You will also be allocated an academic advisor who may act as a replacement if your supervisor went on sabbatical or left and is also there to help if you have any difficulties in contacting your supervisor. Again you should meet your advisor each term to discuss your progress.
3. Terminology

Matriculation
Matriculation is the formal University admission procedure and is organised by your college. More information can be found at Matriculation | University of Oxford

University terms
The three University ‘full’ terms are:
Michaelmas (October - December),
Hilary (January–March)
Trinity (April–June)

Each term lasts eight weeks. But terms simply set the periods during which formal instruction is given by way of lectures, seminars and tutorials. The University functions throughout the year and as a research student you will need to work in vacation as well as in term time (apart from reasonable breaks).

Subfusc
Full academic dress should be worn at all formal University ceremonies including matriculation and degree ceremonies. Sub fusc (from the Latin sub fuscus meaning dark brown) should be worn beneath your academic gown and is also required when sitting examinations. Further information can be found here: Academic dress | University of Oxford

Graduate terminology
The following are some of the terms that are particularly relevant to graduate research students.

PRS (Probationer Research Student) – The name given to students when they are admitted to study for a research degree, usually held for the first year.

Transfer of Status – The name given to an examination that allows the student to progress from PRS to advanced status, such as DPhil or Master of Science by Research.

Confirmation of DPhil Status – The name given to an examination that allows the student to progress to the submission of the DPhil dissertation. Confirmation usually takes place after two years and must be within nine terms.

GSR (Graduate Supervision Reporting) – An on-line system for termly reporting by graduate students and their supervisors regarding the progress of the research degree.

DGS (Director of Graduate Studies) – The person responsible for graduate studies and students in the department. He/she manages the administrative arrangements for supervision, transfer/confirmation of status, extensions of time, and thesis submission and examination, including appointment of examiners. In the Department of Computer Science currently the DGS is Jonathan Barrett and he is assisted by the Graduate Studies Administrator. The Deputy Director of Graduate Studies is Jonathan Whiteley.
4. Studying for a research degree

You have chosen to study for the DPhil in Computer Science which is at RQF level 8. This course has fee liability for three years with a further year in which to submit your thesis.

You may have just completed an undergraduate degree, or perhaps a taught Masters course. If so, your study has so far been organised for you – the courses were designed, lectures and practicals prepared, textbooks selected, and examinations set. A research degree is very different, in that you will have the responsibility for managing your learning, including determining a problem to study and carrying out the work. Your supervisor, or in some cases co-supervisors, will guide you in your research, and further support will be available from the academic and college advisors.

4.1 The Nature of Research

Some students arrive in Oxford knowing precisely what their research topic will be; others have little more than an idea of its general area. Someone once described research as ‘Finding out something to find out, then finding it out’; the first part is often harder than the second.

Consequently some students focus rapidly on their thesis work whilst others spend much of the first year before beginning to do so. However, it is important for all research students, even those who know precisely what their field of research is going to be, to acquaint themselves with as much as possible of the work going on in the Department. It is vital for life-after-graduation that you be able to relate different areas and views. There are many points in common between research fields and many useful ideas can be borrowed from fields other than your own. The Department’s seminar series and advanced courses are held partly for this purpose.

What characterises research in the Department of Computer Science at Oxford? It is based on the intelligent gathering of evidence in the discipline of Computer Science, achieved by asking and answering questions. That activity normally results in a novel and productive view being taken that supports a number of new results whose importance can be demonstrated in the computing or numerical systems whose study led to their discovery. There is usually a theoretical component that endures beyond the examples considered, and a practical component, important because it justifies and inspires study of the theory.

Research thus does not consist merely of completion of a program, even a complex one—a view favoured by amateur programmers! Nor does it consist of the discovery of a piece of unapplied mathematics. The blend of theory and practice is fundamental to our view of research. It is one we wish, above all else, to convey to our students.

Research is not easy! Sometimes long periods can pass without any progress seeming to take place; at other times everything seems to happen at once. You should not get too down hearted if the going appears to be hard at times—most of the lecturers and research staff have had a similar experience so there is always someone sympathetic to talk to. But you need to be proactive in seeking help, from staff and peers.
4.2 Roles and Expectations

**Supervisor:** When you arrive in Oxford you should already know the name of the supervisor provisionally allocated to you (on the basis of interest and previous experience). It is up to you to make contact soon after you arrive. If, as your first year progresses, it becomes clear that your interests are converging on a research topic which can be supervised more appropriately by another member of staff it will be necessary for your supervision arrangements to change. In some cases joint supervision is arranged. The close working relationship with your supervisor is likely to be the most important element during your research life in the department, and much of the first year will be spent on arriving at a good working relationship. The nature of this relationship will depend to a large extent on individual work patterns, but some useful guidelines can be found online here: Supervision and Termly Reporting — Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division (ox.ac.uk)

Information on the responsibilities of students and supervisors can be found in the University’s Policy on Research Degrees.

In spite of the range of styles of interaction between supervisor and research student, it is important that you meet on a regular basis. We advise that you should meet with your supervisor at least 4 times per term. A more typical pattern is meeting on a fortnightly basis, at least until you reach the stage of writing up your dissertation.

Students and supervisors are reminded that having a positive student-supervisor relationship is an important factor in student success. Research suggests that one of the strongest predictors of postgraduate completion is having expectations met within the student-supervisor relationship.

**Academic advisor:** You have also been allocated an advisor: a member of staff of the Department of Computer Science with whom you may talk, as an alternative to your supervisor, about research or problems unrelated to work. Your advisor may be involved in monitoring your progress and may stand in if your supervisor is absent. Thus you should keep your advisor informed of your interests and progress and meet with your advisor each term to discuss your progress. Nearly everyone finds that the process of explaining their work clarifies it, and your explanation will benefit by your having to assume less background knowledge when explaining to your advisor.

**College advisor:** The role of the College Advisor is additional and complementary to that provided in the student’s department or faculty. The College Advisor is not expected to perform the role of the Department or Faculty Supervisor(s), or to be responsible for directing students’ academic work. Rather, the intention is to provide a focal point for an individual student’s relationship with the College, and general academic or pastoral advice and assistance throughout the student’s course of study. You will be given information about the role of the College Advisor in your induction packs from college.

If something goes wrong... If you have any issues with supervision please raise these as soon as possible so that they can be addressed promptly. If you find any aspect of your supervision unsatisfactory and you feel unable to discuss it with your supervisor, you should contact your
advisor, the Director of Graduate Studies, the Graduate Studies Administrator, or the Head of Department.

Research Supervision
The research supervision website is intended as a convenient resource for supervisors and other audiences. It was developed following discussions with Directors of Graduate Studies and supervisors about the developmental needs created by the changing context of doctoral education at Oxford:

Information and resources for supervisors — Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division (ox.ac.uk)

There is much useful information on this website.

4.3 Training Needs Analysis for graduate students in MPLS
The MPLS division has developed some resources, at the request of current DPhil students, to help you identify your training needs, make the best possible start to your DPhil research, and go on and complete a successful DPhil. It will help you identify, prioritise and record the things you need to learn and develop in order to carry out your research successfully.

During Michaelmas Term Division will be running a course: ‘Your Successful DPhil’, and details are here: Your Successful DPhil — Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division (ox.ac.uk)

The course dates will be published on the above page in due course.

Although it’s known as a ‘training needs analysis’, it should really be called a ‘learning needs analysis’. Skills and experience are developed mostly through day to day work and interactions as well as through attending formal training/ events.

What is a training needs analysis (TNA) and how do I carry it out?
A training needs analysis is a tool to help you, with the support of your supervisor, review your current skills and experience, and then prioritise and plan for those that you need / want to develop.

The TNA form included here is structured around the core generic skills that are essential to becoming a good and effective researcher, and should be tailored to your context by adding the research and discipline related skills that you will need. It also provides guidance on the standards required for each skill.

In discussion with your supervisor, add the research and discipline related skills you will need, together with some guidance on standards, to the relevant part of the TNA form. Consider your level of each skill against the standards guidance and identify any gaps. Then prioritise which of the gaps should be worked on and how – for example you might attend a training course or develop the particular skill / experience in another way. There is a list of relevant MPLS divisional courses with the TNA, and you can find more information about training courses here:
What training do I need? — Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division (ox.ac.uk)
You should make notes and keep records on the TNA document.

When should I carry out a training needs analysis?
To help you make the best possible start to your research, and because core skills are reviewed at Transfer of Status, it is essential that you start thinking about this right at the beginning of your DPhil. You should have a project initiation meeting with your supervisor during the first weeks to get the process going, and then review and update it regularly. The Project Initiation Plan Template (available: Progression and Key Milestones — Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division (ox.ac.uk)) provides a useful framework for this. It will help you start thinking about your research question and methodology, the skills and equipment that you will need, and about other aspects of your DPhil activities.

It is critical that you review and update the TNA regularly throughout your DPhil. You should review what progress has been made on the learning needs identified previously, and decide which new priorities to address. This will mean that your skills and experience develop in the right way for you; and that you have a record that you can refer to when you come to create your CV.

As you progress you should also think about which additional skills you need or want to work on — for example Public Engagement and Enterprise skills. The MPLS Training Programme and the Researcher Development Framework will provide information and ideas.

Graduate Training Opportunities
The MPLS Career Development and Training page details training and resources to support you in carrying out your research and develop and progress your career. It brings together a range of information about transferable skills development and has details of skills training courses, seminars and workshops offered in a searchable database. There are links to online resources and tips on subjects such as leadership, team work, project management and teaching skills. Training opportunities available through other divisions are bookable through the training portal at CoSy.

It is your responsibility to record the training you have undergone and also to communicate your training needs.

4.4 Presentation Skills
The most important thing to keep in mind is that research presentations are meant to communicate your work to a general audience. A talk should therefore start by setting the scene, posing the questions you attempt to answer, and explaining why these questions are relevant. It is much more important that you give an intuitive feel for the field you’re working in rather than show the technical details of a solution. You need a good understanding of where you are on the map of computing science, and why you’re there.
Any talk, especially a short one, needs a lot of preparation. Unless you already have given dozens of seminars, you won’t be able to tell whether your seminar fits the time limit simply by writing out some key points you intend to mention. The only solution is to practise for yourself, perhaps in your research group meeting, or for an audience that consists of a friend and your supervisor. That will also help you to think of the right formulations for your thoughts.

Finally, it makes sense to study the text of some ‘model lectures’ to learn the fine tricks of the trade that make a truly captivating presentation. Two examples you may find useful are [1,2]. More good advice can be found in [3]. Good luck!
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4.5 An introduction to the issues surrounding plagiarism
Plagiarism is an increasingly important issue for both undergraduate and graduate students. It may also be an issue for early career researchers new to the University. We wish to draw your attention to the existence of an online course that provides information on academic integrity and the avoidance of plagiarism.

Completion of the course provides proof that the participant has engaged with the material, while also demonstrating that the institution has made efforts to publicise the issue and provide guidance for students.

This is the certification course recommended by the Education Committee and the divisions.

4.6 Research Integrity
Research integrity is a commitment to creating an environment that promotes responsible conduct by embracing standards of excellence, trustworthiness and lawfulness. The University expects its students to maintain the highest standards of integrity in their research.

For individual researchers, research integrity entails a commitment to a range of practices including:

- intellectual honesty in proposing, performing, and reporting research;
- accuracy in representing contributions to research proposals and reports;
- transparency in handling conflicts of interest or potential conflicts of interest;
• protection of human participants in the conduct of research;
• humane care of animals in the conduct of research.

There are no universally correct ways to do research. There are, however, standards of practice which apply generally. Researchers should:

• be aware of the legislation, codes of practice and University policies relevant to their field;
• have the necessary skills and training for their field;
• comply with University and funder policies relating to research data management;
• be aware of the publication rules for the journals they want to publish in;
• ask if they feel something isn’t quite right;
• not ignore problems;
• be accountable to the University and their peers for the conduct of their research.

All researchers are expected to be committed to ethical principles and professional standards. Not upholding such standards, either intentionally or through lack of knowledge, damages the scientific process and may harm research participants, colleagues, the University and society as a whole.

Policies and resources

All those involved with research at Oxford are expected to read and abide by the University’s Code of Practice and Procedure for Academic Integrity in Research.

Students in the MPLS Division are required to complete the Research Integrity: Core course by the time they apply for Transfer of Status. For further information on Research Ethics and Integrity, please visit the MPLS page.

The University's Research Integrity website contains a number of additional resources, including links to information on authorship, conflicts of interest, research data management, health and safety, human participations in research, intellectual property, research involving animals, and research misconduct.

Your supervisor will play an important role in helping you to develop skills for good practice in research, and is the first person you should ask if you have queries about any aspect of research integrity. Other sources of support and advice include your Director of Graduate Studies, and the Departmental Research Ethics Committee intranet pages and email address (ethics@cs.ox.ac.uk).

4.7 Holidays
The DPhil in Computer Science is a full time course and should be viewed in the same way as a full time job with regard to holidays. You are expected to work during vacations and the eight week terms are for undergraduates. You are entitled to take a reasonable amount of
holiday over the course of a year, in the region of eight weeks total. Any holiday taken should be agreed in advance with your supervisor and you should inform the Graduate Studies Administrator if you will be away from Oxford. Students on a Student visa wishing to work during holidays need to remember they are only able to work full time for up to 8 weeks.

4.8 Sickness and Compassionate Leave
If you are unwell or have need for compassionate leave you should inform your supervisor and the Graduate Studies Administrator who will be able to advise on the options available to you and whether you should apply for suspension of status. If you are unable to study for more than seven days due to medical reasons you should get a letter or certificate from your GP so that it can be taken into consideration if your progress is affected and you subsequently apply for a retrospective suspension. The MPLS Sick, Parental and other Exceptional Leave Policy can be found here: Sick, Parental and other Exceptional Leave Policy — Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division (ox.ac.uk)

4.9 Policy on student parents

Whether you already have a child or are about to become a parent, a wealth of services are available to support you in Oxford. The University’s Student Maternity, Paternity and Adoption leave policy provides details of how much leave students are entitled to, access to University facilities, graduate accommodation and childcare services and the provision for a flexible return to full-time study. Postgraduate research students should particularly note the requirements for applying for maternity or paternity leave, including the forms required and timings for notifying their college, supervisor and Director of Graduate Studies.

Further Divisional information on funding for parental leave for research students can be found here.
5. Monitoring Progress
This section describes the mechanisms for monitoring progress of research degrees, including the main milestones that you will be expected to reach while studying for DPhil or MSc by Research.

These processes are overseen by the Graduate Studies Office, the administrative centre for all graduates at Oxford. The specific office that you will be dealing with is the MPLS Graduate Studies Office. In the Department of Computer Science, the person responsible for daily oversight of these processes is the Director of Graduate Studies, assisted by the Graduate Studies Administrator.

5.1 Graduate Supervision Reporting
You are required to submit a reflective report on your progress each term. This should follow on from a supervision meeting where you have discussed your progress and next steps with your supervisor. You will be able to submit this report through Graduate Supervision Reporting (GSR). This is a useful tool to reflect on your achievements and provides an opportunity to communicate any concerns to your supervisor. If you are here on a Student visa the termly reports act as three of the ten attendance checkpoints so it is even more important that you complete these reports. Please visit the following page for further information on visa obligations. There is also a fourth reporting period during the long summer vacation. Access to GSR for students will be via Student Self Service Student Self Service | University of Oxford. Students will be sent a GSR automated email notification with details of how to log in at the start of each reporting window, and who to contact with queries.

It is mandatory to complete a self-assessment report every reporting period. If you have any difficulty completing this you must speak to your supervisor or Director of Graduate Studies.

Your self-assessment report will be used by your supervisor(s) as a basis to complete a report on your performance this reporting period, for identifying areas where further work may be required, and for reviewing your progress against agreed timetables and plans for the term ahead. GSR will alert you by email when your supervisor or DGS has completed your report and it is available for you to view.

Use this opportunity to:

- Review and comment on your academic progress during the current reporting period
- Measure your progress against the timetable and requirements of your programme of study
- Identify skills developed and training undertaken or required (within the self-assessment report for taught programmes, and via the TNA form in GSR for research programmes)
- List your engagement with the academic community
- Raise concerns or issues regarding your academic progress to your supervisor
- Outline your plans for the next term (where applicable)
In the term before you expect to transfer status you should complete a ‘Preparing for Transfer of Status’ form on GSR as your termly reflective progress report. Similarly, the term before you expect to confirm status you are expected to complete a ‘Preparing for Confirmation of Status’ form again on GSR. The questions on the forms are designed to help you reflect on the criteria your assessors will be considering for your transfer and confirmation examination.

**Concerns about progress**

Student concerns should relate directly to academic progress. If students are dissatisfied with any other aspects of provision e.g. their supervisory relationship or their working environment, they should raise these with the Director of Graduate Studies (or equivalent) in the first instance, and pursue them through the Department’s complaints procedure if necessary.

Supervisors should discuss any concerns about academic progress with the student before flagging a concern in GSR.

Directors of Graduate Studies should review all flagged concerns and take action as appropriate. A severe concern should result in a meeting with the Director of Graduate Studies without delay. Directors of Graduate Studies should briefly note any action being taken to resolve the matter.

**Minor concerns** – Satisfactory progress is being made, but minor issues have been identified where further action may be required to keep progress on track.

**Major concerns** – One or more factors are significantly affecting progress, and further action is required now to keep progress on track.

**Severe concerns** – Progress is being seriously affected by one or more factors, and a meeting with the Director of Graduate Studies should be held as soon as possible to discuss further action to get progress back on track.

**What happens to the reports?**

Once you have completed and submitted your sections of the online form, the form will be released to your supervisor(s) for completion. If you decide not to complete a form within the fixed three week time-scale for students, you will not be able to complete a form for that term. If you do not submit a report either for two subsequent terms, or for two terms out of three (on a rolling basis) this will trigger you being invited to a meeting with the Director of Graduate Studies to discuss your progress.

When the supervisor’s sections are completed, you will be able to read his/her report, and the relevant Director of Graduate Studies will be able to view the report and add any comments if they wish. You can then discuss any points that your supervisor raises in their reports at your subsequent meeting.
Your college advisor and University and college graduate studies administrators with designated access will also be able to view the report. Directors of Graduate Studies are responsible for ensuring that appropriate supervision takes place, and this is one of the mechanisms they use to obtain information about supervision. College advisors are a source of support and advice to students, and it is therefore important that they are informed of your progress, including concerns (expressed by yourself and/or your supervisor).

Access to data about you is carefully controlled in line with Data Protection requirements. Please see:

[Home | Compliance (ox.ac.uk)]

Further details regarding use and access to the system will be communicated by email in Michaelmas Term.

5.2 Transfer of Status

DPhil and MSc by Research students are initially registered as Probationer Research Students (PRS). After a year you are expected to apply for transfer to advanced status, which will be examined by two assessors. The assessors will be chosen based on suggestions from you and your supervisor. Your supervisor, however, is not allowed to act as an assessor. You will be required to complete a form detailing your assessed work and class/practical choice, which will need the approval of your supervisor(s). The deadline to return the form is Monday of week two, Michaelmas Term.

If the assessors recommend transfer to advanced status, then you may be registered as a student for the degree of DPhil. If your application for transfer is unsuccessful, you will be given one opportunity to apply again during the following term. Alternatively your assessors may recommend that you be allowed to apply for transfer to the status of a student for the degree of MSc by Research.

5.2.1 Application for Transfer

When you are ready to apply for transfer, you should complete the GSO.2 online application form, which is located in the My Student Record tab in Student Self Service (replacing previous department-specific variants).

Please ensure you upload your Research Integrity Certificate and completed PRS Course Results form (course/practical you completed teacher training in, term paper mark and assignment/written exam mark) with your online application by Friday of 0th week of your 4th term.

In addition, the literature review and the thesis proposal must be uploaded by Wednesday of week 5 of your 4th term. Once this has been received, your application and uploaded documents will be sent onto your assessors to review.
Warning: Most funding bodies, including the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, will discontinue a student’s grant if satisfactory progress is not made. Failing to transfer on time may constitute a lack of satisfactory progress.

Students who have transferred from the Centres for Doctoral Training have a different timetable; they must transfer by the end of their sixth term (which means that they must submit their online application by Wednesday of 5th week of their 6th term and upload all documents in fulfilment of the transfer requirements by 31st August, assuming their 6th term is Trinity). In other terms the written work should be uploaded no later than one month before the transfer deadline.

Students are reminded that they should normally have completed the University’s online research integrity training before applying for transfer of status. The training is available online.

5.2.2 Transfer of Status Requirements

I. A portfolio of courses and practicals attended (with marks where available) and training received by the PRS.

II. Teaching and Teacher training. Attendance at compulsory teacher training; attendance at one set of classes or practicals, marking of one question per sheet/session, and leading the discussion on that question in the class/practical. This should be for a different course to the assessed work in III.

III. Two pieces of assessed work. A piece of assessed work is either an assignment or written exam at the end of an advanced lecture course or a term paper. One piece should be a term paper and one should be a lecture course. PRS are required to achieve an average mark of 65% across all assessed work, but must obtain a minimum of 50% in each piece of work. Students need to inform the Graduate Studies Administrator of the courses they plan to take and to advise if there are any changes during the year.

IV. A qualifying dissertation, consisting of an extensive literature review and a thesis proposal. There is no formal word limit, but as a rough guide, the literature review should be around 5000 words (or more), and the thesis proposal should be around 6 pages.

If you are planning to transfer to MSc by Research status, you are required to complete two pieces of assessed work (one term paper and one lecture course) and a qualifying dissertation, but will not be required to complete the requirement pertaining to teaching.

CDT Students who transfer into the Department will be required to complete teacher training unless they have successfully completed relevant training in their first year. They will also be required to submit the qualifying dissertation but there will be no other forms of assessment. The transfer requirements are designed to gather evidence in respect of the three criteria for transfer to DPhil status:
knowledge of sufficient depth and breath
basic competence in independent research
a viable DPhil research programme.

Requirement I: Portfolio
The portfolio should be a list of lecture courses, departmental and research group seminars, and training courses (whether provided by the University or an external body) attended by the PRS. Marks (including marks for classes and practicals) should be included where available. PRS should note that relevant research seminars are considered an important part of their doctoral training.

It is a Divisional requirement that the research students should have given a presentation or talk whilst a PRS. The portfolio should include a brief account (no more than a paragraph) of the presentation. In addition, the portfolio should include any tutorial, class teaching and laboratory demonstration given by the PRS during the academic year.

Requirement II: Teaching and Teacher training
All DPhil students will be asked to attend a compulsory training session (2 hours), delivered by a senior academic. These will run near the start of Michaelmas and Hilary Terms, and it will be expected that you attend this in your first or second terms. Further, students will be asked to attend one set of classes or practicals of their choice, they will mark one question per sheet/session, and lead the discussion on that question in the class/practical under the guidance of the current, trained and experienced class tutor. Students will also attend discussions between the course lecturer and class tutors, concerning the organisation of the classes or of the practicals. This training will be pass/fail, with pass being required for transfer. Please note that the class/practical selected should be different to that picked for your assessed work.

Should students receive a dispensation from training (see exceptions discussed below), they will typically be required to present three units of assessment instead of two.

CDT students who transfer into the Department, and have already completed training for teaching as part of their course, will not be required to complete the compulsory teacher training within Computer Science.

Requirement III: Assessed Work
Choice of lecture courses and term papers should be made in consultation with the supervisor at the very beginning of the first term. By Monday of week 2 of the first term, the PRS must complete a form (headed PRS Assessed Work) indicating which courses they wish to attend and the title or research area of the term paper they plan to write. The form is to be signed by the supervisor and submitted to the Graduate Studies Administrator for approval by the Director of Graduate Studies (DGS). Students must register for each MSc course chosen. Any changes to coursework and term paper selection, as the year progresses and interests focus, should be recorded by emailing the Graduate Studies Administrator.
If a supervisor deems a student to have adequate background already, they may apply to the Director of Graduate Studies for partial or complete exemption from Requirement III. It should be noted, however, that the fact that a student already has an MSc, from Oxford or elsewhere, is not an acceptable reason for exemption. Also, if a student has taken a course as part of an Oxford degree, they will not be able to count it towards Requirement III.

We expect that all DPhil students who come to Oxford will want to take advantage of the broad range of courses available, and will sign up enthusiastically. A student’s coursework and term paper performance is an early indication of their true level of ability and commitment. Supervisors or the DGS may recommend remedial action, or a change of research direction, on the basis of unsatisfactory performance.

Requirement III does not prevent students from taking more than one taught course, if their supervisor thought this appropriate (they would then submit their best taught course along with a term paper).

Under Requirement III, lecture courses can be selected from the MSc in Advanced Computer Science or MSc in Mathematics and the Foundations of Computer Science (MFoCS administered by Maths) or advanced undergraduate courses in the Department of Computer Science. The course selected should normally be characterized as Schedule C within the Department of Computer Science. PRS are normally expected to complete the same practicals and coursework (including any continual assessment), following the same deadlines, as other course participants. However, if the same form of assessment is not deemed appropriate by the supervisor (or lecturer), the supervisor should advise an alternative (such as essay, viva or end-of-course exam) and indicate it on the PRS Assessed Work form.

For MSc courses, the fortnightly problems, practical exercises and end-of-course assessment will be marked as for MSc students.

PRS may also select advanced undergraduate or graduate courses offered by other departments, such as Mathematics, Statistics, Engineering Science, Physics, and Economics. Students who take such a course need to discuss with their supervisor how it will be assessed. If it is not possible for the PRS to sit an examination with other students on the course, the supervisor is expected to set (or arrange) an assessment, and arrange for it to be independently marked by another academic or a postdoc; the supervisor cannot be the marker.

If you wish to take one of the one week courses on the Professional Masters Programme then it is essential that you include it on the PRS Assessed Work Form but also register separately with the Office Manager for Professional master’s Programme, pro@cs.ox.ac.uk. Any such requests will be subject to approval from the Director of the Professional Masters Programme and will need to be accompanied by a short justification from both student and supervisor as to why the course would be beneficial and how it is relevant to your DPhil topic.

Term Papers
A term paper is a mini-project set by the supervisor, which can be completed in a term. Its aim is to test the student’s ability to carry out advanced study and independent research; its
format is intended to be flexible. A term paper may take the form of a case study, or an essay designed to explore and formulate a research topic, or an MFoCS-style mini-project. There is no formal word limit, but as a rough guide, it should be around 12 LNCS pages (or about 7000 words).

A term paper can be a workshop or conference paper (or an early version thereof) authored by the PRS. However, there is no requirement that a term paper be publishable.

Term papers are usually assessed by the supervisor. An assessment pro-forma should be completed and submitted with the term paper when the PRS applies for transfer.

The following rough marking scheme should be used.

- 90-100: Outstanding. Publishable in first-ranked conferences in the field (e.g. LICS, STOC, FOCS, OSDI, POPL, PLDI, etc.)
- 80-89: Excellent. Publishable in good conferences.
- 70-79: Very good. Publishable in serious workshops.
- 60-69: Good. The candidate has demonstrated a good understanding of some state-of-the-art ideas and techniques, and an ability to apply his or her understanding.
- 50-59: Adequate. The work submitted, while sufficient in quantity, suffers from major defects to show a lack of adequate understanding or ability to apply results.
- 0-49: Unsatisfactory.

Requirement IV: Qualifying Dissertation

The thesis proposal is the most important part of the transfer examination. It should be concise, and supported by an extensive literature review, demonstrating the candidate’s command of related work in the literature. There is no formal word limit, but as a rough guide, the literature review should be around 5000 words, and the thesis proposal should be around 6 pages. The literature review should be a first-draft of the literature review chapter of the thesis. A well-written literature review should be a useful basis with reference to which the examiners can assess the originality of the thesis proposal.

The literature review should survey the state of the art in the PRS’s chosen area. It should explain the background of the proposed research, the results that have been obtained by other researchers, and the conclusions that may be drawn. The student is expected to give a clear and coherent account, demonstrating competence in organising ideas and presenting them in a scholarly manner.

The thesis proposal is expected to address the following questions:

i. What is your research topic? What are the fundamental challenges?
ii. What are you trying to do? Give a high-level description of your research goal avoiding any jargon.

iii. What is the state of the art? What are the limits of current practice? Why is the problem you are trying to solve hard?

iv. What is new in your approach? Describe your method with sufficient details to enable the assessors to form a view. Illustrate it using an example or two. Explain why you think it will be successful.

v. How do you intend to evaluate your results?

vi. What difference will it make if you are successful? What are the risks?

Your proposed research topic should be well-defined and specific. It should admit of novel treatment, and it must be significant enough to be worthy of a DPhil, if competently investigated. Your proposed research programme should be concrete, clearly explained, and of justifiable promise.

Your term papers and thesis proposal may well be the first formal documents you produce under the guidance of your supervisor. It is important to realise that they will be assessed for style as well as technical content. Ability to write your ideas clearly and convincingly is an essential part of your training. For an excellent treatment of how to write technical documents, including LATEX tips, see N. J. Higham, *Handbook of Writing for the Mathematical Sciences (2nd Edition)*, SIAM, which can be found in the Department of Computer Science library.

No degree is awarded on the basis of the transfer application, so the work described in your thesis proposal can (and normally will) form part of the final DPhil dissertation.

5.2.3 Transfer of Status Examination

The qualifying examination is informal (the regulations call it an ‘interview’) and so academic dress (sub fusc) is not necessary. Usually there are just two assessors. The assessors must certify they have considered the documents you have submitted in fulfilment of all three requirements of the transfer of status—and they are satisfied that these demonstrate that you are capable of completing a DPhil in the time remaining. In making that decision they must be satisfied that:

- You have a well-defined research project with clear goals. You should have presented a statement of the subject of your thesis and the appropriate written work
- You are well-suited and able to undertake advanced research
- You have good general background knowledge of the field related to your work
- You show evidence that the project is likely to yield sufficient results in the time available e.g. through a plan of work with key milestones
- You are likely to submit within your funded period/within 12 terms for DPhil or 9 terms for MRes
- You are able to work independently as appropriate
Your work to date is of a good standard and quality
You are able to express ideas clearly, in English, both in writing and orally
There is the potential for your work to make a significant and substantial contribution to your field of study
Your ideas and plans for future work are clear and realistic
You can defend your completed and future work
You have engaged well with both academic training and professional development/career skills activities. You should also be able to show what further activities you expect to engage with
You have a statement of support from your supervisor and college
You have a critical understanding of relevant literature.

In the examination itself, the assessors are likely to concentrate on the thesis proposal. They will want to be satisfied that you can explain and justify your research plan. They will also have a record of your coursework performance, and the term papers that you have written; you may expect the assessors to ask questions about your first year’s work generally. Although there is no formal commitment to carry out the proposed plan in detail, and you are free to exploit discoveries made later and change direction, it is expected that by this stage you at least have a definite starting point.

In summary, the assessors must be sure that you have a specific, unsolved, and worthy problem to work on, that you have a plan for solving the problem, and that you have a reasonably good chance of completing the DPhil in your remaining time (usually a further two to two and a half years).

After the examination a report will be written to provide feedback to you, your supervisor and College. The report will include an assessment of the viability and suitability of the proposed research, and the prospect of its completion in a reasonable timescale. A copy of the report will be sent to your College, and a copy will be filed on your University records.

Please note that your assessors may recommend a range of possible outcomes, including transfer to degree of MSc by Research, subject to the opportunity to make a further application. If you pass the transfer examination, you will be formally allowed to transfer status. If your first application for transfer to DPhil status is not approved, you may make one further application. An extension of time of one term will be granted if necessary to make the second application. If you are transferred to MSc by Research status, you may have one further opportunity to apply to transfer to DPhil status, subject to (a) that a sufficient period of time has elapsed from the original transfer attempt to allow for the possibility of significant development; and (b) your supervisor being prepared to support a further application.

5.3 Second and third year
It is usually during the second year that the bulk of the work for the thesis is done. The activities, as agreed with your supervisor, should be mainly focused on research, which may vary depending on the study being theoretical or experimental; reading the literature more broadly; participation in activities such as specialist and departmental seminars; and writing
posters and the first research papers for submission to workshops and conferences, including the student conference. It is important, though, that you take a broader outlook of your training. DPhil students are expected to demonstrate a range of skills by the time they graduate. The skills training at Oxford (see Section [4]) offers a broad range of courses. The Oxford Computer Science Conference provides the opportunity for students to present their work in the form of a poster or talk.

Towards the end of the third year comes another milestone, Confirmation of Status (see Section [5.4]), which you have to have completed before submitting your thesis.

Following the confirmation viva, during which the contents of the thesis and the timetable for completing the DPhil is approved, the remaining time is usually devoted to finalising the thesis so that it can be presented as a coherent DPhil dissertation, as distinct from a research paper. This is also usually a phase where the research has come to full fruition, so you will probably be busy submitting research papers – and having them accepted for publication and perhaps presentation at conferences. Funding for conferences is available, either in your research group or from the Department, for which you need to make a special application; see Section [7]. You are also encouraged to investigate the funding available in your college.

Normally after three and a half years you are ready to submit your DPhil thesis and be examined. See section [5.5].

5.4 Confirmation of DPhil Status

The University Regulations require that doctoral students have their status confirmed before being permitted to submit a dissertation for examination. The Department and the University take very seriously their duty to monitor the progress of research students, and confirmation of status is one way in which we do this. Moreover, most funding bodies—including the Science and Engineering Research Council—will discontinue a student’s grant if the University cannot certify that progress has been acceptable each year.

5.4.1 Application for Confirmation

To apply for confirmation of status you need to complete the GSO.14 online application form, which is located in the My Student Record tab in Student Self Service (replacing previous department-specific variants).

Please apply for confirmation no later than the beginning of your ninth term, and ensure you upload your progress report with your online application. Once this has been received, your application and uploaded documents will be sent onto your assessors to review.

5.4.2 Confirmation of Status Requirements

I. **Teaching**: By the confirmation exam, each student will be expected to teach two sets of classes (including marking) or practicals. Class delivery can take place at any term after the successful completion of training. The students will be paid for both delivering teaching sessions and for the teaching preparation time. CDT Students who transfer into the Department will be required to teach one set of classes (including marking) or practicals.
II. Research Progress Report: Confirmation of status is conditional on the preparation of a satisfactory research progress report and involvement in graduate activities such as attendance at seminars, publications, and presenting papers at conferences (see Section [7]). Evaluation of applications for confirmation of status takes the form of an oral examination with two assessors, based on your written progress report. Your supervisor(s) cannot be an assessor. The progress report does not have to be long. Its most important ingredients are:

I. a table of contents of your proposed DPhil dissertation,
II. a clear plan for any research investigations that remain to be done,
III. draft chapters of your thesis or papers you have written,
IV. and a timetable for completing the writing.

5.4.3 Confirmation of Status Examination
The confirmation assessment is different to the transfer assessment. The assessors will be focusing on how the research is progressing, the quality of the work completed, whether it is at the right level, and on the plan for completion. The assessors will therefore be looking to ensure that you are making the appropriate amount of progress in the development of your thesis, so that submission will be achieved within your funded period/four years (for DPhil). Primarily, they will be looking to see that your work/research does/will make a ‘significant and substantial contribution’ to your field of study. The assessment can also be used as a good opportunity to prepare for the vive voce examination of the thesis.

A student is allowed two attempts at confirmation. If a student fails both attempts it is likely that a recommendation would be made to submit for the degree of MSc by Research. If the assessors felt your work was not up to MRes standard then you would be withdrawn from the register of students. The purpose of confirmation of status is to enable research students to receive an assessment of their work by two assessors, other than your supervisor(s). It is intended to provide an indication that if work on the thesis continues to develop satisfactorily, then consideration of submission of the thesis within your funded period/four years (for DPhil) would appear to be reasonable. It therefore provides a second stage of formal progress review in the four years of your overall research programme. It should be noted that successful completion of confirmation of status provides an indicator only for readiness for submission, not for the final outcome of the examination of the thesis.

Students are reminded that they should normally have completed the University’s online research integrity training before applying for transfer of status, but if not, should do so before applying for confirmation. The training is available online.

What assessors will be expecting/looking for from students at Confirmation of Status:

- That your work/research makes or will make on completion and submission, a ‘significant and substantial contribution’ to your field of study. You should have presented a statement of the subject of your thesis and the appropriate written work as defined by your department.
• That you have to date undertaken advanced research. That you have sufficient background and in depth knowledge of the field related to your work.
• That you show evidence that the project has yielded sufficient results to date and within the time remaining, e.g. through a plan of work, which includes a timetable for writing up.
• That you are likely to submit a satisfactory thesis within your funded period/within 12 terms (for DPhil)
• That you are working as an independent researcher as appropriate.
• That your work to date is of a good standard and quality.
• That you are able to express ideas clearly, in English, both in writing and orally.
• That your ideas and plans for completing your research/thesis are clear and realistic.
• That you can defend your completed and future work.
• That you have engaged well with both academic training and professional development/career skills activities. You should also be able to show what further activities you expect to engage with, and that you have considered your career post DPhil
• You should have a critical understanding of the relevant literature.
• Computer Science students are expected to confirm their DPhil status by the end of their ninth term from admission as a Probationer Research Student. Students transferring from the CDTs are expected to confirm their DPhil status by the end of their tenth term. The Department therefore recommends that you apply for confirmation no later than the beginning of your ninth or tenth term. In order to allow enough time for your application to be assessed, your application, accompanied by the progress report, should reach the Graduate Studies Administrator by the end of 0th week of your ninth term or tenth.

• If, for good reason, you are unable to apply to confirm status by the end of your ninth term, you may apply to defer confirmation for a maximum of three terms, with the support of your supervisor. This application has to be approved by the Director of Graduate Studies and your college.

• If you have not applied to confirm or defer your confirmation by the end of your ninth term your student status will lapse.

Students who defer their confirmation of status but who have still not applied by the end of their twelfth term will be subject to a formal review before any applications for extension of time are considered.

Please note that you do not need to wear sub-fusc for the confirmation viva.

5.5 Submission and Examination

5.5.1 GSO.3 Application for Appointment of Examiners
When you and your supervisor are agreed that your thesis is within one term (and the vacation which follows) of completion, you should complete the GSO.3 form online in the ’My Student Record’ section of Student Self-Service.
The online form has sections which should be completed by your supervisor, and by your College. Your supervisor must suggest the names of examiners on this online form, after consulting with you: one internal (normally a member of academic staff in the Department of Computer Science, but academics from other departments are also possible, depending on the topic) and one external (normally a member of another university or research institute, in the UK or Europe, who is expert in the area of the thesis) — plus a reserve for each.

Examiners must be independent, and therefore cannot have been closely associated with the candidate or his/her work, for example through joint-authored publications, the sponsoring organisation(s), or previous colleagues of the candidate. Approval of the examiners rests with the Director of Graduate Studies who considers the balance of expertise and examining experience. The thesis should be submitted no more than a term (and the vacation which follows) after this has happened.

5.5.2 Proof Reading
It is your responsibility to ensure your thesis has been adequately proof-read before it is submitted. Your supervisor may alert you if they feel further proof-reading is needed, but it is not their job to do the proof-reading for you. You should proof-read your own work, as this is an essential skill in the academic writing process. However, for longer pieces of work it is considered acceptable for students to seek the help of a third party for proof-reading. Such third parties can be professional proof-readers, fellow students, friends or family members (students should bear in mind the terms of any agreements with an outside body or sponsor governing supply of confidential material or the disclosure of research results described in the thesis). Proof-reading assistance may also be provided as a reasonable adjustment for disability. Your thesis may be rejected by the examiners if it has not been adequately proof-read.

The University’s Policy on the Use of Third Party Proof-readers may be found here: Governance and policy | Academic Support (ox.ac.uk) The MPLS Division offers training in proof-reading as part of its Scientific Writing training programmes.

5.5.3 Research Thesis Digital Submission (RTDS)
You will be required to submit a digital copy of their thesis via the Research Thesis Digital Submission (RTDS) for your examination instead of two soft-bound copies. Examiners will no longer receive print copies of any submissions (however there is facility to request a soft bound copy through the RTDS system if they wish). Further information can be found on the Research Examinations webpage.

5.5.4 Viva Voce
Once the thesis has been submitted, the examiners will arrange a date for the viva voce (oral) examination. This is formal, so you must wear subfusc if attending in person.

In exceptional circumstances, the relevant board has the power to grant permission for any or all of the candidate and examiners to attend the viva remotely via video call. External examiners are most likely to request remote attendance, but it is also possible for internal
examiners and the student to attend remotely. All examiners and the student must agree in writing to remote attendance by any party at the viva, and send this via email to graduate.studies@cs.ox.ac.uk.

If you have not received correspondence on your viva voce date, please contact graduate.studies@cs.ox.ac.uk.

5.5.5 Examiners Report
After the examination the examiners will submit their report and recommendation to the Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Divisional Board. In many cases this decision is delegated to appropriate office holders under the aegis of the Board. It is because they can do no more than make a recommendation to the Board that the examiners are unable to comment to you on the outcome of the viva. No matter how much attention your supervisor or advisor has given to the technical details of the work, the final responsibility for the thesis rests with its author. It would be unwise of a student to expect the supervisor to proof-read a thesis; this is a task which can more properly be performed by friends.

For more detailed information on the regulations (in particular, for information on standards of typesetting) consult the Notes for the Guidance of Graduate Students in Mathematical Sciences, issued by the Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division, and the University of Oxford Examination Regulations. You should refer to Section 1 [1] for how to access these materials.

After the viva there are four outcomes: pass outright, pass with minor corrections (to be completed within one month), pass with major corrections (to be completed within six months) or referral back for resubmission or award of a lower degree. Most students have minor corrections and once these are completed to the satisfaction of the examiners you will be given leave to supplicate. At this point you should submit a hard copy of your thesis to both the Bodleian library and the Computer Science library and an electronic copy of your thesis.

5.5.6 Timeframe for the appointment and examination process
While the University places considerable importance on avoiding unnecessary delays in the examination of research degrees, some delays can occur.

Your viva will normally take place between 1 and 3 months after the date of submission (requests for an early viva can be made if necessary, please refer to the MPLS ‘Submitting Your Thesis’ webpage for more information).

After the viva, if the examiners recommend minor corrections, you will be given 1 month in which to complete the corrections (with the possibility to extend by a further 1 month if there are extenuating circumstances). If you pass the viva with no corrections needed or have successfully completed all requested minor corrections, the examiners will then write a joint report on your thesis and viva performance, which they will submit to the MPLS Graduate Office. Your report will then need to be approved by both your department and the division, which varies in the time it takes depending on a number of factors, such as
whether your report is sent back to your examiners for additional information to be added or for other amendments. After your report has been fully approved it will be sent to the exam schools who process the final result and send out Leave to Supplicate. If you do not pass the viva or major corrections are requested, the examiners will write a joint report which will go through the same approvals process before the exam schools officially notify you of the result and explain the next steps.

If you have a date by when you need to have received Leave to Supplicate, please try to allow as much time as possible between submission of your thesis and processing exam reports, and aim to submit your Appointment of Examiners’ form sufficiently before your thesis submission.

5.5.7 Digital Theses
Once you have been granted leave to supplicate you are required to deposit a digital copy of your thesis in the Oxford University Research Archive. Further information on how to do this can be found here:

[ORA Help & Information | Home (ox.ac.uk)]

5.5.8 Sensitive content in digital theses
Checks and procedures
Context
When depositing digital copies of theses into ORA it is crucial to take steps to ensure that sensitive information not intended for public release is not inadvertently made freely available on the open Internet. Errors could result in serious consequences for the University or third parties which could be of a legal, personal or financial nature. The following guidelines are intended to limit the possibility of an undesirable situation arising. Checks and suggested actions at each stage of the process are described.

What is sensitive content?
Sensitive content might fall into any of the following categories:

- Personal information: personal data (name, address, age, criminal record etc.); personal medical details; information that enables the identification of an individual; photographs etc.
- Commercially sensitive information: details of new products and processes; names of companies and collaborators; content covered by non-disclosure or other agreement
- Patentable information
- Research using animals, GM crops or other controversial processes
- Some political, security or similar content
- Other information which could be deemed to cause similar difficulties if made public

Authors should also be aware of content within the thesis where copyright is held by a third party. Making this type of material freely available on the internet without permission could infringe copyright. See ORA help and information at Copyright and Other legal issues.

[ORA Help & Information | Home (ox.ac.uk)]
You can download a form to use as a record to enable you to keep track of permissions for use of 3rd party copyright materials from the website:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Actions to reduce risk</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thesis/dissertation guidelines</td>
<td>Ensure information about sensitive content is easily available to students and supervisors and factored into training, publications (e.g. handbooks) and similar.</td>
<td>Directors of Graduate Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision</td>
<td>Supervisors ensure students are aware at appropriate points in their programme. Be aware of potentially problematic content when reading drafts and advise student.</td>
<td>Supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing thesis</td>
<td>Remain aware of and note any content being included in the work to which access should be restricted.</td>
<td>Author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer of status</td>
<td>Ensure student is fully briefed on types of sensitive content and their responsibilities. Check with the student whether there is any or likely to be any content which may fall into the category of sensitive content.</td>
<td>Supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposit in ORA</td>
<td>Check with supervisor and/or Research Services if unsure about the sensitive nature of any content in your work. Indicate that access should be restricted to all or part of the content using the ORA embargo functionality. Indicate a date on which the content can be released if appropriate.</td>
<td>Author/depositor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORA Review</td>
<td>Follow depositor instructions regarding embargo. Run quick check of content to identify any obviously potentially problematic content. If necessary contact author and/or supervisor.</td>
<td>ORA staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-deposit</td>
<td>Retain a robust take down policy and procedure and take prompt action if necessary.</td>
<td>ORA staff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This information is also available [online].

ORA general Help & Information is available at [http://ora.ox.ac.uk](http://ora.ox.ac.uk) or contact ORA staff at [ORA@ouls.ox.ac.uk](mailto:ORA@ouls.ox.ac.uk)
6 Graduate activities
This section lists the main types of activities that every graduate research student should strive to engage in throughout the duration of their studies.

6.1 The Lecture List
The Division of Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences publishes a lecture list for Mathematical Sciences just before the beginning of each term, as do all other Divisions of the University. Depending on your interests it may also be useful to attend other courses— for example those of Engineering, Psychology, Physiology, or Philosophy. All members of the University may attend any publicly announced University lectures or seminars.

6.2 Fridays@4
Fridays@4 is a programme of weekly events for graduate students, postdoctoral research associates and research fellows (on Fridays at 4-5) in Maths, Stats and CS. It covers many important aspects of academic life and the next step in your career, whether within or outside academia. It is also a social event where you get the chance to meet people from across the departments. Topics include:

- How to manage your PhD supervisor.
- Does and don’ts for research talks.
- Imposter syndrome and mental health awareness.
- Tips for preparing academic job and grant applications.
- Careers outside academia.

The Fridays@4 programme is announced on the Mathematical Institute website. We are always open for new Fridays@4 topics to be suggested as we want the programme to be as helpful as possible. If you have ideas for what you would like us to cover, please email the lead organizer: Jason Lotay.

North Meets South: As part of Fridays@4, we also run two sessions in each term named North Meets South where two early career researchers - typically one from Pure and one from Applied - give a talk on their research that is accessible to the entire department. We also have variations such as Maths Meets Stats. These are organized and chaired by two early career researchers.

Colloquia: The regular departmental colloquia and some named lectures in the Mathematical Institute also take place in the Fridays@4 slot.

Fridays@4 takes place in L1 4-5pm in the Mathematical Institute and is followed by Happy Hour in the Mathematical Institute Common Room 5-6pm.

Make Fridays@4 part of your weekly routine!

6.3 Oxford Computer Science Conference
The Oxford Computer Science Conference is usually held towards the end of Trinity Term. It has been designed to be attended by all DPhil students, faculty and other interested students. It contains chaired sessions of talks, posters, a buffet lunch, and a reception with prize giving followed by a dinner. The Conference is usually run by an organizing committee of DPhil students with administrative support from the Graduate Studies Administrator.
All DPhil and PRS students entering their second year are encouraged to submit a short abstract. DPhil students in later years are strongly encouraged to submit abstracts as well, and all first year PRS students should attend the conference and are encouraged to submit an abstract. Presenting a paper is good experience for your transfer viva. It is expected that students will submit an abstract of the work they have recently been doing.

Students may have given a research group talk on the work (all to the good) or perhaps are summarising new results which have not yet been presented (even better). Students completing their first year may find themselves submitting an abstract arising from their transfer dissertation. In all cases students will gain from the experience. The Organizing Committee will choose, from those abstracts, a programme of talks and posters. Chosen speakers will be notified in advance of the conference, to give them time to prepare.

The conference includes a key note speech from a senior member of academic staff or an external speaker or a panel discussion with representatives from academia and industry and will end with a drinks reception. In the past prizes have been awarded for the best presentation, the best abstract and the best poster and a Conference Dinner held in the evening. The Conference Dinner is open to all students and academic staff, not just those presenting a paper or poster.

Conference proceedings, containing all the abstracts, will be published on the Department website and will also be handed out to attendees. Further details of the 2023/24 conference will be announced later in the year but if you would like to get involved please do talk to your student rep or the Graduate Studies Administrator.

6.4 Summer Intern Positions
If you wish to take up an internship position, you need to complete the MPLS Internship Monitoring form which can be found here:

MPLS Internship form

The form is intended to help students to work through the things that they should consider when taking an internship, and is subject to approval by the Director of Graduate Studies.

Students must have discussed their internship with their supervisor prior to submitting this form. A statement from the supervisor confirming their support for the internship must be uploaded as part of the application process (a form for the supervisor statement can be downloaded from the main internship form).

The internship form must be submitted, and approval secured, before starting the internship.

If the work done during the internship is not relevant to the DPhil, and the internship spans more than 6 weeks of a term, then it is appropriate to apply for a suspension of status for that term. Application for suspension of status is better done in advance, but can be done retrospectively if necessary.
If the student is not applying for suspension of status, and the internship is outside of Oxford, then it may be necessary to apply for a dispensation from residence.

Students on visas should be advised of any work restrictions/limitations attached to their visa – in the case that the proposed internship could exceed these, they will need to contact the Graduate Studies Administrator and the Student Immigration team for advice.

**Students should also be aware of intellectual property regulations:**

[Innovation & impact | Research Support (ox.ac.uk)](http://ox.ac.uk) and [Council Regulations 7 of 2002 | Governance and Planning (ox.ac.uk)](http://ox.ac.uk)

and check with the Graduate Studies Administrator if they have any concern over a contract.
7 Graduate resources

7.1 Computers
It is the policy of the MPLS Division that all departments will ensure that PGR students have access to adequate personal computing resources to enable them to work effectively on their projects. The computing facilities provided will necessarily vary from department to department and group to group, dictated by specific needs for that group and the tools required.

You should discuss what computing facilities are available to you with your supervisor(s). If you are unhappy with your computing provision, you should let your supervisor(s) know, and if this issue is not resolved satisfactorily, you should raise the issue with the Director of Graduate Studies.

The Department of Computer Science offers all PRS and DPhil students IT provision in laptop computer. This laptop computer can be connected to one of the screens of any of the hotdesking rooms in the Department. The equipment provided for each hotdesk comprises a 27” screen, keyboard and mouse, power, access to the high-speed wired network of the Department at 1Gbps, and additional USB ports through a single USB-C connection. The laptop computer offered can also be used in any other University facilities, getting Internet connectivity through the eduroam network, or just anywhere else. This equipment is supplied in order to give you an essential provision in information technology for the purposes of preparation of reports, papers, and your DPhil dissertation.

For many students, their Department-supplied laptop will also be sufficient to serve as their computing equipment for what might be called ‘experimental use’—e.g. writing and testing computer programs, or running research software tools. Some students, however, will need access to more substantial computational resources or special software. There are several options. If you are working in a research group or are connected to a funded research project, then the group or project is likely to have experimental equipment that you can use. Consult your supervisor about this. There are also compute/application servers available for Computer Science research student use, currently linux.cs.ox.ac.uk running Linux which can be accessed by using SSH, and windows.cs.ox.ac.uk accessed by remote-desktop for Windows. Please see below for more information about additional resources available remotely for you:

Remote Access to Departmental Systems

Finally, if a student’s research needs to use specialised equipment, expensive commercial software, stand-alone machines with root access for systems programming, or any other special provision, then this should have been discussed and agreed with their supervisor before undertaking doctoral work with these requirements. Special equipment like this must be funded through external research grants obtained by the supervisor or research group. The Department is not routinely able to fund the unforeseen acquisition of specialised experimental equipment for individual student projects. For more details of the Department’s computers, networks and technical support, see the web pages at:
You will need your university single sign on (SSO) details to log into these pages.

Oxford University IT Services runs introductory courses throughout the year. These courses will be helpful for those who have had less opportunity of hands-on experience with computers. They will also help you to explore facilities available at the University of Oxford which, although possibly not required for your research, may be of interest to you. IT Services are based at 13 Banbury Road—opposite the Department of Engineering Science. There you will find information on its courses, also available at

IT training | IT Services

7.2 Printing
No restriction on the use of printer output is made, but we do monitor individual totals. In particular, printing multiple copies of documents causes delays for other users, so please do not abuse the privilege. We reserve the right to charge for excessive use.

7.3 Conference Funding
Presentation of papers and attendance at scientific conferences and workshops is an important—perhaps even essential—activity for the practising scientist. It enables you to communicate your results to the community, to keep up to date with the work being done by other researchers in the field and share ideas with them, and to get feedback on your research.

It is essential you apply well in advance of the conference. Retrospective applications of any kind are unlikely to be funded.

Students will receive up to a maximum of £2000 towards conference expenses over the course of their studies. Students should carefully consider what conferences to attend in their first or second years as they will not receive further funds for a more important conference in their final year. Please be advised that students will not be eligible to claim from this fund upon submission of the thesis or beyond the maximum submission date for their thesis, whichever is the earliest.

The Department may contribute towards the cost of attendance at summer schools or other similar events, although other funding sources (of which there are usually several) should be explored first. This would come out of your £2000 allowance.

Students funded by the CDTs should check how much travel grant they have available before applying for departmental funding.

Supervisors are also able to help fund travel costs so you should discuss costs with your supervisor before putting in a request to the department. Colleges are often able to make a contribution to the cost of presenting papers at conferences and conference organisers also
may have grants available to students. You should make it clear the total cost and how much of that you wish to claim from the Department.

You can apply for funding by completing the form at:

Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford

You must get your supervisor’s written support and you must apply well in advance of the conference you want funding for. Requests from research students in computer science will be considered by the Director of Graduate Studies.

Payment of Conference Expenses
If you have funding approved to attend a conference or other event, you will need to submit an e-expenses claim on your return. The department has now switched to using the new e-expenses system (SAP Concur). You will need to go in and submit the claim there, uploading scans of all relevant receipt(s) where requested, therefore please be sure to keep track of all receipts of expenditure related to this. You can login to SAP Conur to start the process here: eExpenses system, training and support | Finance Division (ox.ac.uk)

More information on the claim process is available at the above link as well as the quick reference guide here - sapconcureexpensesclaimantqrgpdf (ox.ac.uk)

7.4 Hardship Fund
Unfortunately the Department of Computer Science does not have any hardship funds but there are other sources within the university and colleges that you can investigate:

Oxford Hardship Fund | University of Oxford
College hardship funding | University of Oxford

7.5 Payment of Stipends
If you are receiving a stipend that is administered by the department you will receive your payments monthly or quarterly depending on what you selected on arrival. Regardless of how often the payments are made you will receive them on or around the 1st of the month but payments are made on a Wednesday so there will be slight variation each time. Quarterly payments are made in October, January, April and July. The first payment will be later as it takes time to set up on the system so if you are paid monthly you could receive your October and November payments very close together. It is also likely that you will receive your January stipend, be it monthly or quarterly in mid-December as the University closes for the Christmas and New Year vacation. Sometimes stipends have to be paid termly when although the student is fully funded they have to pay their fees themselves.
8 The University and you

8.1 Joint Consultative Committee with Graduates
A graduate student representative attends the meeting of the Faculty of Computer Science, which is generally Thursday of sixth week each term. Please tell your representative of any matters or questions you would like raised at the Faculty meetings. The student representative is also part of the Joint Consultative Committee with Graduates, the remit of which is printed below:

TERMS OF REFERENCE
Joint Consultative Committee with Graduates
There shall be a Joint Consultative Committee with Graduates comprising the following:

- Director of Graduate Studies
- Deputy Director of Graduate Studies
- Head of Academic Administration
- Graduate Studies Administrator
- MSc Course Administrator

and representatives from DPhil, MSc and CDT courses to include:

- President of CoGS
- Secretary of CoGS
- Treasurer of CoGS
- 2 DPhil students per year cohort
- 1 MSc Advanced Computer Science student
- 1 MSc in Mathematics and Foundations of Computer Science (MFoCS) student
- 1 Autonomous Intelligent Machines & Systems (AIMS) student
- 1 Health Data Science (HDS) student

MSc and DPhil students will be elected by the students from each year’s cohort and will remain on the Committee for the duration of their studies. Ideally each research group will be represented across JCCG membership. If too many students volunteer they will be asked to put forward a short statement on why they should serve on the Committee and an election will be held by email and decided by a simple majority. Should a student be absent or suspended for a period of time then a student will be asked to volunteer in their place.

Representatives from AIMS and the HDS CDT will be elected each year. If they join the Department of Computer Science after their first year, and wish to remain on the committee, they may stand as one of the 2 DPhil representatives.
The Committee may operate, if necessary, without its full complement of places having been filled.

The Committee will:

- Act as a two-way channel of communication between the department and its students on all aspects of their educational experience in the department.
- Refer matters raised through the representation system to the relevant department committee.
- Receive and comment on any changes planned by the department with respect to admissions, induction, teaching, and assessment as referred to them by any department committee.
- Comment on physical resources within or related to the department, for example, computer facilities, laboratory provision, library provision etc. and online resources.
- Comment upon safety within the department.
- Receive and consider analyses of and department responses to: the outcomes of course evaluation mechanisms, National Student Survey and the Student Barometer; student performance and outcomes; and annual reports of the Chairs of boards of examiners, external examiners reports.
- Receive and consider reports from department reviews, course reviews and professional, statutory and regulatory bodies (as relevant and when allowed by PSRBs).
- Review on an annual basis the effectiveness of the student representation system in the department including identifying any changes to the system.
- Discuss follow-up action resulting from previous JCCG meetings, in particular any matter which was referred to other department committees.
- Report to the [agreed committee (s)] by submission of notes/summary of each meeting of the JCCG.
- Be concerned with matters such as training, supervision, research facilities for research degree students and social events.

The Director of Graduate Studies shall chair the committee. The Head of Academic Administration or Graduate Studies Administrator will act as Secretary to the Committee. The minutes of the Committee shall be forwarded to the Faculty Committee.

The Committee shall be able as of right to address a communication direct to the Senior Management Committee or the Faculty Committee of the Department of Computer Science depending on the matters involved.

The committee shall meet once each Full Term on Wednesday of week 4 at 12.30. Your representative will be happy to communicate to the committee any matters or questions you would like raised.
8.2 CoGS
The Computer Science Graduate Society (COGS) is an organisation within the Department of Computer Science that provides organised events and outings for the graduate students and research assistants within the lab. In addition, a member of the COGS committee sits on a number of departmental and divisional committees including:

- Safety Committee
- Equality and Diversity Committee
- Joint Consultative Committee for Graduates (JCCG)
- Faculty

The current COGS committee consists of the following members:

- President – Benedict Bunting
- Treasurer – TBC
- Secretary TBC

COGS was created with the following goals in mind:

- Increase the face-to-face contact in the Department of Computer Science
- Represent the graduate students at both the departmental and divisional level
- Increase the social uptake of the 1st year students.

If you have any suggestions for events or other social opportunities, please feel free to contact one of the committee members. In addition, if you have any concerns about the Department of Computer Science that might be addressed in a departmental committee, please address them to a member of the committee who will ensure they are heard.

The Computer Science Graduate Society (CoGS) (ox.ac.uk)

8.3 Women in Computer Science
The Oxford Wom*n in Computer Science Society (OxWoCS) aims to support and promote wom*n in computer science. The society exists for all wom*n in computer science, be they students, faculty, or staff. OxWoCS runs a number of academic, social, and career events throughout the year, including weekly coffee meetings, talks by distinguished female speakers, and industry sponsored events. OxWoCS also organises the annual Oxbridge Wom*n in Computer Science Conference jointly with the Cambridge women@CL society. Details of the next Oxbridge Wom*n in Computer Science Conference will be made available in due course. OxWoCS also run outreach events and an introductory workshop to machine learning. The society provides networking opportunities and a support network comprising role models, mentors, and peers. OxWoCS exists to help enhance the quality of life for all members of the department. Whether you’re interested in career progression, scientific talks from researchers at the forefront of their field or meeting like-minded people over coffee or food, OxWocS is proud to provide a welcoming space for wom*n in CS.
8.4 Social and volunteering opportunities beyond Computer Science

A full list of the University’s registered clubs and societies is available on the University’s website ([Register of Student Clubs | University of Oxford](https://www.ox.ac.uk/)). There are also a number of networks open to both staff and postgraduate students, such as the BIPOC STEM Network ([Home | BIPOC STEM Network (ox.ac.uk)](https://www.ox.ac.uk/)), and the LGBT+ Staff Network ([LGBT+ Staff Network | Equality and Diversity Unit (ox.ac.uk)](https://www.ox.ac.uk/)).

Your college’s Middle/Graduate Common Room (MCR/GCR) will run a range of social events and activities throughout the year, and provides an opportunity to network and socialise with graduate students outside of your field.

The Oxford Student Union ([Home (oxfordsu.org)](https://www.oxfordsu.org/)) coordinates volunteering opportunities and student-led diversity and inclusion campaigns, and their six annually elected sabbatical officers include a Vice President for Postgraduate Education and Access. The Oxford Hub ([Oxford Hub](https://www.oxfordsu.org/)) connects students with volunteering opportunities across Oxfordshire.

8.5 Welfare and wellbeing

**Looking after your welfare and wellbeing during your studies**

An overview of the student welfare services provided by the University can be found on the University’s website ([Welfare and Wellbeing | University of Oxford](https://www.ox.ac.uk/)). Your college will also have welfare provisions, and resources are additionally available through the Student Union, which includes an independent phone and email advice service ([Welfare (oxfordsu.org)](https://www.oxfordsu.org/)).

The University operates a Counselling Service which offers group and individual counselling by trained counsellors: ([Counselling and mental health | University of Oxford](https://www.ox.ac.uk/)). There are also trained peer supporters across the university, who are fellow students: ([Peer Support | University of Oxford](https://www.ox.ac.uk/)); if you would prefer to speak to a peer supporter who is a person of colour, LGBTQ+, disabled, or religious, then you can also contact peersupport@admin.ox.ac.uk to request to speak to a peer supporter within the Peers of Colour, Rainbow Peers, Disability Diversity Peers, or Peers of Faiths network ([Finding a Peer Supporter | University of Oxford](https://www.ox.ac.uk/)).

The department also has a number of staff who have undertaken Mental Health First Aid training. Their contact details can be found here: ([Human Resources – Useful Information | CS_Intranet_hr (ox.ac.uk)](https://www.ox.ac.uk/))

**Disability and reasonable adjustments**

If you already have, or develop during the course of your studies, a long-term condition which has an impact on your day-to-day activities, then you might be eligible for reasonable adjustments to enable you to undertake your course. The legal definition of disability is broad, and can include mental health conditions, sensory or mobility impairment, chronic
illnesses, specific learning difficulties, or a social/communication difficulty such as Autism Spectrum Condition.

The University’s Disability Advisory Service are able to discuss support and access requirements with students (About the Disability Advisory Service | University of Oxford), and further information on disability support and resources is available through the University’s website (Disability | University of Oxford).

The department’s disability co-ordinator is Rachel Breward (rachel.breward@cs.ox.ac.uk; telephone: 73833): Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford: Current Students

Support for transgender students
The department follows the University’s policy on supporting transgender students and staff (Transgender Policy | Equality and Diversity Unit (ox.ac.uk)).

The department is able to support students who are transitioning through practical changes such as updating the name on your email address; a checklist for transitioning students is available from the central university (Transgender Guidance | Equality and Diversity Unit (ox.ac.uk)).

Both gendered and gender neutral toilets are available in the department’s buildings.

Bullying and harassment
The department and University does not tolerate any form of bullying and harassment, and students and staff are encouraged to attend training on how to be an effective bystander, should you witness this (online training sessions are currently scheduled for 15 November 2023 and 14 May 2024, through the division: MPLS ED&I Training Programme — Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division (ox.ac.uk)). You can also read about how to be a responsible bystander on the University’s website (Responsible bystander | Equality and Diversity Unit (ox.ac.uk)).

The department has a number of staff who are trained Harassment Advisors, who can listen confidentially to students or staff who think they may have experienced or witnessed bullying and harassment. Harassment Advisors cannot confirm whether or not a behaviour constitutes harassment, investigate what has happened, approach the alleged harasser, or guarantee the outcome of a complaint, but they can provide a listening ear, and signpost you towards the next possible steps. In some instances, it may be appropriate to resolve the issue informally, for example, the University provides a Student Resolution Service, which provides free mediation for students experiencing conflict with another student (Student Resolution Service | University of Oxford). The University’s harassment procedure flowchart for students outlines the process if a formal complaint is made (What to do if you experience harassment | Equality and Diversity Unit (ox.ac.uk) – see the ‘Documents’ sidebar).

A list of the department’s Harassment Advisors is available on the department’s intranet (Human Resources – Harassment Advice | CS_Intranet_hr (ox.ac.uk)). To speak to an advisor
from another department, you can contact the University’s harassment line at harassment.line@admin.ox.ac.uk.

**Oxford Against Sexual Violence**

Oxford Against Sexual Violence is the University’s campaign against sexual harassment and violence. It states categorically that sexual harassment and violence at Oxford is never acceptable. Central to the campaign is the Sexual Harassment and Violence Support Service, which is jointly funded by the University and colleges, providing free support and advice to any student who has been affected by sexual harassment or violence, domestic or relationship abuse or stalking.

The campaign has been updated to reflect the University’s renewed approach to consent training, as part of the continued focus of the University and colleges on the issue of sexual harassment and violence. Consent for Students replaces Consent Matters as the University’s new online consent programme and has been developed with Brook, the sexual health and wellbeing charity. Furthermore, following a successful pilot last year, student-facilitated consent workshops will also launch in a number of colleges, with both programmes designed to develop students’ understanding of consent and healthy relationships. This is in addition to existing consent training which already takes place in many colleges.
9 What next?

9.1 Becoming an academic
Many of our graduates continue on to successful research and academic careers, which typically begin with a postdoctoral research position. A number of Junior Research Fellowships are available at Oxford, and (Engineering and Physical Research Council), Royal Academy of Engineering and the Royal Society each offer schemes to fund postdoctoral fellows. There are also many postdoctoral research positions and lectureships advertised at UK universities and abroad. Also talk to your supervisor and the Departmental Research Facilitators about your career plans.

9.2 Vitae - Online Career Development Resource
Vitae is an organisation that is committed to enhancing the quality and output of the research base in the United Kingdom through supporting the training and development of the next generation of world-class researchers. It is funded by the Research Councils UK, managed by CRAC: The Career Development Organisation and delivered in partnership with regional universities. Sections of the Vitae website are dedicated to career development options for e.g. early career research staff; for more information see:

Research staff — Vitae Website

9.3 Careers
Information about careers is provided by Oxford University Careers Service, 56 Banbury Road. The Careers Service organises many events to help you choose a career that suits you, and to put you in touch with recruiters. Their website is:

Careers Service, University of Oxford | Home | Oxford University Careers Service

You are urged to contact the Careers Service for detailed information on careers, and also for advice on compiling a CV, on how to apply, and on interview technique. Information on general job vacancies in the department can be found on our website at:

Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford
[A] Regulations Relating to the Use of Information Technology Facilities

https://governance.admin.ox.ac.uk/legislation/it-regulations-1-of-2002

[B] University Policy on Intellectual Property

Introduction
The University in its Statutes claims ownership of certain forms of intellectual property which students create in the course of, or incidentally to, their studies. There are arrangements in the University’s regulations for protecting and exploiting this property, and sharing the commercial exploitation revenues with the student originators. By accepting a place at Oxford and signing the Student Contract with the University, you agree to be legally bound by these provisions.

Further Information
The Statute and associated regulations relating to intellectual property are published on the University’s web-site. The related regulations for the administration of the policy explain the approved arrangements for revenue-sharing. Further information may be obtained from Research Services, University Offices (tel. (2)70143 or email research.services@admin.ox.ac.uk).

[C] University Policy on Data Protection and Computer Misuse

https://compliance.admin.ox.ac.uk/data-protection-policy

Computer Use and Misuse
The University regards computer misuse as a serious matter which may warrant disciplinary action.

A policy statement, rules and guidelines on the use of the University’s IT facilities are published by the ICT Committee with the approval of Council. They appear in the Proctors’ and Assessor’s Memorandum, and may also be found at http://www.it.ox.ac.uk/policies-and-guidelines

[D] Use of Department of Computer Science Equipment and Premises
The formal conditions under which use may be made of Computer Science equipment in the Department of Computer Science and on level six of the Thom Building can be seen here:

https://wiki.cs.ox.ac.uk/support

Users must abide by the rules
Use of Department of Engineering Science Premises
In addition to the rules of the University and of the Department of Computer Science, students using the facilities in the Thom Building should be aware of, and comply with, the following rules extracted from the Rules of the Department of Engineering Science:

1. Normal working hours of the department are Monday to Thursday, 08:15–13:00 and 14:00–17:15; and Friday, 08:15–13:00 and 14:00–16:45.

2. Undergraduate members of the department may use the buildings only during normal working hours except that during term, access to the library, staff rooms and lecture rooms are permitted during the following additional hours: Monday to Friday, after normal working hours up to 19:00; and Saturday, 08:15–13:00.

3. Except by permission of the staff member responsible, junior members may not remove tools or equipment from any part of the buildings.

4. Except by permission of the member of staff responsible, junior members of the department are not permitted to enter research laboratories, staff offices, stores, workshops (other than the staff/student workshop), roof areas, service areas, photographic darkrooms, the enquiry office and rooms carrying notices of special hazards. Except in the case of fire, junior members must not use the walk way round the outside of the Thom Building at the seventh floor level.

5. Permission must be obtained from the Head of Department before photographs or articles concerning the work of the department are communicated to the press.

6. Cars can only be parked in the university car parks in working hours if you hold a peak time parking permit.

7. Motor cycles should be parked in the spaces provided and pedal cycles should be left in the racks, including those adjacent to the Department of Metallurgy and Science of Materials.

8. Those entrusted with a key or swipe card to any departmental building are responsible for ensuring that the building is properly locked if they leave outside normal working hours. The loss of a key must be reported immediately. The copying of keys is forbidden.

[E] University of Oxford Equality Policy

For details of the policy, please visit:

Equality Policy | Equality and Diversity Unit (ox.ac.uk)

The Department’s Equality and Diversity Committee meet once a term to ensure the university’s policies are implemented at departmental level.
Departmental Disability Co-ordinator:
Rachel Breward
Tel: 73833
Email: Rachel.breward@cs.ox.ac.uk

[F] Policy on the Ethical Conduct of Research involving human participants and personal data

Full details of the policy can be read here:

Committee information | Research Support (ox.ac.uk)